SDREM was originally written as a single-threaded application, but we extended it to run on a cluster to better handle the large human datasets. In order to assess the significance of TF activity scores, SDREM generates a distribution of random TF activity scores by analyzing the gene expression data many times (typically 10 or more) using randomized TF binding interactions. Isolating these SDREM calls and executing them in parallel (approximately) reduces runtime of the IOHMM component of SDREM by the factor min(n, r), where n is the number of cores available and r is the number of randomizations. In the network orientation phase, we parallelized the depth first search using a synchronized priority queue to track the highest confidence paths found across all parallel threads. The source-target path enumeration tasks are divided based on the source node such that the depth first searches from each source are allocated over the available cores.
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Algorithm parallelization and precomputation SDREM was originally written as a single-threaded application, but we extended it to run on a cluster to better handle the large human datasets. In order to assess the significance of TF activity scores, SDREM generates a distribution of random TF activity scores by analyzing the gene expression data many times (typically 10 or more) using randomized TF binding interactions. Isolating these SDREM calls and executing them in parallel (approximately) reduces runtime of the IOHMM component of SDREM by the factor min(n, r), where n is the number of cores available and r is the number of randomizations. In the network orientation phase, we parallelized the depth first search using a synchronized priority queue to track the highest confidence paths found across all parallel threads. The source-target path enumeration tasks are divided based on the source node such that the depth first searches from each source are allocated over the available cores.
In addition, a significant speedup to the network orientation component of SDREM can be obtained by precomputing and writing all possible source-target paths to disk. In each iteration of the original version of SDREM, paths were enumerated many times because the TF connectivity was assessed by orienting a network that includes random targets, which changes the set of paths. However, it is reasonable to limit the set of potential random targets to be only TFs or even only those TFs that are present in the TF binding dataset (i.e. those TFs that could be identified as active regulators during the gene expression analysis). We now search for all paths from a source to any TF, write these paths to file, and read the appropriate stored paths for each new set of putative active targets and random TFs. Enumerating paths once instead of many times at each iteration offers immense savings computationally.
To test the impact of the approximation in which only the top m paths are stored, we used the H1N1 data but only considered a high-confidence subset of the source proteins that interact with multiple viral proteins and a small set of putative TF targets so that it was possible to enumerate all paths repeatedly in a reasonable amount of time. After enumerating all ∼ 3 million paths, we oriented the network 25 times and calculated node scores (the fraction of high-confidence paths that pass through a node) and the total path weight of the top 1000 paths for each orientation. We similarly calculated node scores and cumulative top path weight for 100 orientations in which only the 100000 or 200000 highest-confidence paths were enumerated. Figure S1 shows that the actual node scores, which are used to identify which proteins participate in the signaling pathways, are highly comparable to the approximate node scores. In addition, increasing m from 100000 to 200000 does little to improve the approximation. The correlation between the actual node scores and the approximate node scores is greater than 0.999 in both cases. Similar results were obtained when using the top 100, 10000, or 50000 paths to calculate the node score instead of the top 1000. Figure S2 shows that the top-ranked paths obtained when enumerating only m paths are not identical to those recovered when enumerating all paths. The sums of the path weights are similar, however, indicating that the sets of paths are of similar confidence. Interestingly, enumerating fewer paths results in top-ranked paths with greater cumulative weight. The low-confidence paths (that are not enumerated) no longer affect the orientation, which means that there are fewer conflicts preventing the high-confidence paths from being satisfied. This effect becomes more pronounced as a larger number of top-ranked paths are considered (e.g. 10000 and 50000), suggesting that it is preferable to consider only the top 1000 paths when limiting the number of paths that are enumerated.
Data details
We downloaded protein interaction data from BioGRID (version 3.1.74) (Stark et al., 2006) and post-translational modifications (PTMs) as well as PPI from release 9 of the Human Protein Reference Database (HPRD) (Mishra et al., 2006) . Unlike the undirected BioGRID data, the PTM data provides directionality, which helps further constrain our human signaling network models. PPI and PTM weights were calculated based on the experimental methodology and number of independent detections, as in (Gitter et al., 2011) . For edge e A,B between proteins A and B w(e A,B ) = 1 −
where w(e A,B ) is the weight of the edge, i is a member of the set I A,B (all of the distinct instances of that interaction in the PPI or PTM data based on experiment type and PMID), and c(i) is the confidence in the class of experiments to which i belongs. The values of c(i) for the BioGRID interactions are taken from (Gitter et al., 2011) and reproduced in Table S1 . HPRD included the more generic types of interaction evidence 'in vivo' and 'in vitro', both of which were given a confidence of 0.6. TF-gene binding predictions from (Ernst et al., 2010) were processed as described in (Schulz et al., 2012) . The top 100 threshold was used in the interaction network and top 1000 threshold was used when analyzing the temporal expression data. The TF binding predictions are general predictions (not cell type specific) because the H1N1 data was aggregated from multiple cell types. Therefore we assigned them a low confidence of 0.3 in the interaction network. However, for other SDREM applications it is possible to generate condition-specific TF binding predictions using methods for integrating high-throughput data such as DNase I hypersensitivity (Neph et al., 2012) . In total, the interaction network contained 51799 PPI, 2612 PTM, and 59578 TF-gene interactions.
We downloaded the H1N1 expression data (Shapira et al., 2009 ) from GEO (GSE19392) (Barrett et al., 2011) using the 'HBEs infected with PR8 post trypsin' samples as the treatments and the 'HBEs treated with media alone' samples as the controls taking the average value of the two replicates at each time point before calculating fold change. For H1N1 we used the time points at 2 hours and beyond (six of the ten time points) because few transcriptional changes were observed earlier. Similarly, we downloaded the H5N1 expression data (Li et al., 2011) from GEO (GSE28166) and took the median of the three replicates per time point before calculating fold change. For H5N1 we discarded the 0 hour time point because SDREM assumes that there is no differential expression at time point 0. The temporal expression data for H1N1 and H5N1 were filtered to include the approximately 3000 most differentially expressed genes using a log 2 fold change threshold of 0.5 for H1N1 and 2.5 for H5N1.
Node priors were derived from five screens for H1N1 (Brass et al., 2009; Shapira et al., 2009; Karlas et al., 2010; König et al., 2010; Bortz et al., 2011) and one targeted screen for H5N1 (Bortz et al., 2011) that contained only 32 hits. The H1N1 host-pathogen PPI were collected from the VirHostNet database (Navratil et al., 2009) and the literature (Shapira et al., 2009; Tafforeau et al., 2011) . Likewise, H5N1 sources were compiled from VirHostNet and the literature (Liu et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2010; Sharma et al., 2011; Tafforeau et al., 2011) . In addition, we included TLR3, TLR7, TLR8, RIG-I, and NLRP3 (Koyama et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008; Ichinohe, 2010) -proteins that either detect influenza viral RNA or influenza infection via other means -as sources for H1N1 and H5N1. The H1N1 RNAi screens affirm our assertion that screen hits are not a suitable choice for the signaling pathway source nodes because they do not capture many of the most upstream proteins involved. Of the 204 sources, only 42 (21%) are screen hits.
To test the gene prioritization algorithms' sensitivity to the method used to identify differentially expressed genes, we also used a simple fold change heuristic instead of EDGE (Leek et al., 2006) to select the input genes and weights. For Endeavour's input we used the sources and all genes differentially expressed at least twofold at one or more time points. For Pinta we set all genes' weights to be the maximum magnitude of the log 2 fold change over all time points. Sources were given a weight of 1, as previously recommended (Börnigen et al., 2012) , if they did not already have a greater weight due to their differential expression. Note that this heuristic is less robust than EDGE's significance analysis, which is specifically designed to account for temporal structure and dependencies (Bar-Joseph et al., 2012) . Consequently, both gene prioritization algorithms perform worse using the fold change heuristic (Table S5) .
SDREM model visualization
The regulatory paths in Figure 1 only show a TF annotation the first time that TF is active on the path. SDREM annotates a TF on the upper path out of a split if the majority of the genes bound by the TF that pass through the split follow the upper path (likewise for the lower path). The signaling pathways were visualized with Cytoscape (Shannon et al., 2003) . Although a node score threshold of 0.01 was used to generate the SDREM model, meaning that 10 of the top 1000 paths must pass through a node for it to be considered important, we relaxed this threshold to 0.005 for the model visualization and analysis. This allowed us to examine more internal nodes (for the same reason an even lower node score threshold of 0.001 was used when predicting RNAi screen hits and genetic interactions). Not all of the nodes in Table S3 appear in Figure 1 because we only draw the main connected component of the network. That is, the one TF and 103 source proteins that do not directly interact with any other proteins in Table S3 are omitted. These omitted proteins can still contribute to the response via pathways through other less important nodes that are not members of the top-ranked paths.
Running SDREM with limited data
Although we used SDREM to study the human immune response to H1N1 infection for which rich input data is available, SDREM can also be readily applied in other conditions and species with sparser datasets. Both SDREM and the original version of DREM have been applied in many species (Schulz et al., 2012; Gitter et al., 2013) . Our interpretation of these studies is that the expression dataset should contain at least four time points, including the baseline time point 0, in order to run SDREM. Furthermore, we recommend SDREM even when node priors are only available for a few genes or in species where the PPI network is less complete than in human.
To demonstrate that SDREM still recovers accurate H1N1 response models with less input data, we tested it using a smaller PPI network. The restricted PPI network consisted of interactions from version 2.0.17 of BioGRID (Stark et al., 2006) , the oldest archived version available, which was released in June 2006. It contains 19577 unique PPI, about half as many as the current version of BioGRID we used for all other analysis (version 3.1.74). The network is representative of the PPI networks of other organisms that have not yet been studied as extensively as human. We did not include interactions from HPRD (Mishra et al., 2006) but did include the TF-gene binding edges as before. We independently tested SDREM using a smaller set of node priors by only placing priors on the 69 genes that are hits in multiple H1N1 RNAi screens (7% of all screen hits).
Even with this limited data, SDREM still recovers many known immune response proteins including STAT1, NFKB2, and IRF transcription factors. In both the limited PPI network and limited node prior settings, SDREM's predictions are significantly enriched for the GO term 'immune system development' (Benjamini-Hochberg corrected p-values 8.44 E-4 and 4.91 E-4, respectively). Overall its predictions when using the limited PPI network or limited node priors are in good agreement with the original H1N1 SDREM model that uses all available interaction and screen data (Table S7) . However, as expected, SDREM performs best when it is given more complete data as input. Table S7 shows that more of SDREM's predictions are RNAi screen hits in the original H1N1 model than in the limited data models. Note that this comparison is biased against the SDREM model that uses fewer node priors because it observes fewer screen hits as input.
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